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World’s Biggest School Assembly, 8 May 

BBC World Class and World Have Your Say 

PHOTO/INTERVIEW CONSENT FORM 

 
Please sign this form and photograph/scan and email to worldclass@bbc.co.uk.   
 

BBC World Class is the BBC’s international school twinning project, and focuses on schools 
in the UK with international partnerships, shares good practice and encourages more schools 
to get involved.  The hub of the project is a website: www.bbc.co.uk/worldclass.  We are 
encouraging schools around the world to collaborate and we share their story with other BBC 
teams on BBC websites, radio or television.  

World Have Your Say is the BBC World Service global conversation programme and is 
broadcast on BBC World Service English network.  

Both teams also work with BBC outlets such as other BBC websites, radio or television.  

This is a general form to be signed by the parent or legal guardian or head teacher of pupils 
to provide consent for material gathered during school time.   

 

I confirm that BBC World Class and World Have Your Say can use interviews, 
quotations, photos, videos and other contributions from: 

_____________________________________________(name of pupil/class/school) 

 
I confirm that where images have been provided or video is taken, I consent for 
them to be used on the World Class website at www.bbc.co.uk/worldclass. 
 
I understand the contributions and photographs may be made available to other BBC 
colleagues for use on other BBC websites or be used to promote BBC World Class in other 
ways. I assign to the BBC the copyright and all other rights in these contributions for use in 
all media now known or which may be developed in future and confirm that these 
contributions will not infringe the copyright, or similar rights, of any third party. 
 

Signed: _____________________________________________ 

Printed: _____________________________________________ 

Relation to child/ren: __________________________(head teacher) 

Phone number and email details for the lead teacher (in case we need to get in touch with 
them on the day):_______________________________________________________ 

Date:_________________________________________________________                                                            
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